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Whisking Away Space in the Brain
Information about the world around us continuously
bombards the brain. The salient features of this stream
of input are reflected in the mosaic of maps that tile the
neocortex. These maps are highly dynamic and can be
sculpted by the very experiences they represent. Thus,
a lost limb's cortical space is reallocated to other body
regions, an open eye comes to dominate the visual re-
TrkB Signaling Regulates AChR Clustering at the Neuromuscular sponse after a period of monocular occlusion, or a rou-
Junction
tinely encountered tone is overrepresented in auditory
cortex (Buonomano and Merzenich, 1998). What these
and myriad other examples collected over the past 40
years all have in common is that inputs with a competi-
that TrkB may be involved. It is worth noting that neu- tive advantage will enlarge their territory within the lim-
ronal activity can markedly increase BDNF expression in ited confines of sensory neocortex. A report by Polley
hippocampal neurons. Furthermore, BDNF rapidly and et al. (1999 [this issue of Neuron]) now challenges the
substantially increases responsiveness of NMDA recep- view that bigger is better.
tors, probably by enhancing tyrosine phosphorylation Polley and colleagues found that removing all but a
of the NMDA receptor subunits NR1 and NR2B in the single whisker on one side of a rat's face can induce
postsynaptic density (Black, 1999). Thus, in addition to either a lasting expansion or a contraction of its func-
its traditional role in cell survival, TrkB may play an tional representation in the barrel cortex. The key vari-
important role in activity-dependent regulation of both able appears to be how that whisker is used during
the time the map is being reshaped. If the animals arethe responsiveness and stability of postsynaptic recep-
simply returned to their ªboringº home cage, an expan-tors. Such activity-dependent regulation of postsynaptic
sion occurs as expected. However, given brief oppor-receptor properties may underlie the mechanisms for
tunities to actively explore a ªnovelº environment, thethe induction of long-term potentiation, a correlate of
single whisker representation contracts. Both expan-learning and memory (Malenka and Nicoll, 1999).
sion and contraction reverse upon regrowth of the de-
prived whiskers. These intriguing observations suggest
a mechanism drawn from three emerging themes ofWen-Biao Gan
cortical function.Molecular Neurobiology Program
The first is that the central concept of the receptiveSkirball Institute
field is undergoing a profound change. In the traditionalNew York University Medical Center
view, feedforward connections from the peripheryÐNew York, New York 10016
such as one whisker's input into a single cortical barrelÐ
drive their primary targets to fire action potentials and
Selected Reading thereby define the receptive field of those cells. Recent
evidence reveals that the influence of any given input
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1666. connections. The findings of Polley et al. (1999) hinge
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Cohen-Cory, S., and Fraser, S.E. (1995). Nature 378, 192±196. threshold interactions. Under their conditions, it is quite
Dai, Z., and Peng, H.B. (1998). J. Cell Biol. 141, 1613±1624. evident that the flow of activity upon striking a single
Gonzalez, M., Ruggiero, F.P., Chang, Q., Kraner, S., and Balice- whisker radiates across several barrels.
Gordon, R.J. (1999). Neuron 24, this issue, 567±583. Second, the possibility that a spared whisker repre-
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shrinkage of open eye representation can be obtained Ojemann, G.A. (1991). J. Neurosci. 11, 2281±2287.
if intracortical inhibition is saturated during a period of Polley, D.B., Chen-Bee, C.H., and Frostig, R.D. (1999). Neuron 24,
this issue, 623±637.monocular deprivation (Hata and Stryker, 1994). Could
Weinberger, N.M. (1995). Annu. Rev. Neurosci. 18, 129±158.it be that the balance of excitation to inhibition in barrel
cortex is tipped in favor of the latter during the brief Xiang, Z., Huguenard, J.R., and Prince, D.A. (1998). Science 281,
985±988.exploratory bouts in a novel environment? The only way
to find out will be to record chronically across multiple
units and cortical layers during the actual behavior and
plasticity process.
Finally, how such a shift in excitatory±inhibitory bal-
ance might be achieved is of interest. The brevity of Retinal Waves: Stirring Up a Storm
the exploratory behavior required for bidirectional map
changes is suggestive. Remarkably, just 4 min/week (of
which only a fraction is spent actively scanning) in a
In many parts of the developing nervous system, neu-novel environment over a month of deprivation is suffi-
ronal connectivity becomes more precise as some in-cient to shrink the spared whisker representation. Focal
puts are eliminated while others are maintained. Thisattention to a stimulus can enhance a cell's peak re-
process of synaptic refinement requires neurotransmis-sponse (Gilbert, 1998) and has most often been linked
sion (Lichtman et al., 1998). The temporal properties ofwith state-dependent activity of neuromodulatory sys-
this activity, rather than its mere presence, are thoughttems (Weinberger, 1995). Increases in behaviorally rele-
to be necessary to drive segregation of competing in-vant inputs require cholinergic input from the basal fore-
puts. In particular, much modeling work built on thebrain, whose stimulation can also modify cortical maps
initial theory by Hebb suggests that synchronous inputs(Kilgard and Merzenich, 1998). It is tempting to speculate
are costrengthened, whereas asynchronous firing of in-that the decreases reported by Polley et al. (1999) may
puts results in weakening of one set of connections (see,be similarly regulated by diffuse systems that selectively
e.g., Miller, 1996). This theory is supported by experi-modulate subsets of inhibitory interneurons (Kawaguchi
mental findings in which coactivated inputs are potenti-and Shindou, 1998; Xiang et al., 1998). Would it be possi-
ated, whereas inputs are depressed when they are silentble to replace the very brief behavioral exploration of
during postsynaptic activity (Lichtman et al., 1998). Al-a single whisker with exogenous neuromodulators to
though the actual withdrawal of synaptic contact dueproduce similar map changes in nondeprived animals?
to asynchronous firing has not yet been observed exper-Is there an advantage to shrinking cortical representa-
imentally, this simple theory has provided much impetustions in the face of rich experience or is this just a by-
for a search for endogenous patterned activity during
product of competitive mechanisms? Perhaps a smaller,
the period of synaptic refinement in the developing ner-
tighter representation is more efficient than a widely
vous system.
distributed one in certain cases. For example, in human
Patterned spontaneous activity has now been ob-
mapping studies it has been observed that the dominant
served in many developing circuits, including neurons
language occupies less territory than others in multilin-
in the spinal cord, hippocampus, auditory nuclei, and
gual subjects (Ojemann, 1991). The results of Polley et retina (reviewed by O'Donovan, 1999; Wong, 1999). Neu-
al. (1999) offer an opportunity to understand how and rons in all of these systems spontaneously fire rhyth-
under what behavioral conditions a particular direction mic bursts of action potentials that are temporally syn-
for sensory map plasticity is favored. chronized between neighboring cells. The prevalence
of this activity pattern in developing networks has long
prompted the question of what competitive events mightTakao K. Hensch
be driven by this activity. This question has been ad-Laboratory for Neuronal Circuit Development
dressed extensively in the visual system.Brain Science Institute
Synchronized spontaneous retinal activity takes theRIKEN
form of propagating waves with the degree of coincident2±1 Hirosawa, Wako-shi
firing between cells decreasing as a function of intercel-Saitama 351-0198
lular distance. Waves are generated prior to vision (butJapan
disappear upon photoreceptor maturation) and are
thought to bear spatiotemporal cues that guide the re-Selected Reading
finement of retinal ganglion cell projections to visual
targets in the brain. In particular, it has been suggestedBuonomano, D.V., and Merzenich, M.M. (1998). Annu. Rev. Neurosci.
that waves underlie the activity-dependent segregation21, 149±186.
of eye input and the refinement of retinotopic mapsCarder, R.K., Leclerc, S.S., and Hendry, S.H.C. (1996). Cereb. Cortex
at subcortical visual targets, such as the dorsal lateral6, 271±287.
geniculate nucleus (dLGN) (Wong, 1999).Finnerty, G.T., Roberts, L.S., and Connors, B.W. (1999). Nature 400,
367±371. While retinal activity is needed for the emergence of
